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ABSTRACT 

 
 Abnormal growth of the tissues in the lung is called lung cancer. There two types of lung cancer. Two 
identify this cancer in the medical field the will use the Gray Scale Image Processing but it is very difficult to 
identify the cancer. To avoid this problem here I’m using wiener filter with K’means segmentation algorithm, it 
is very efficient to detect the cancer all the people. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Lung Cancer: Abnormal growth of the tissues in the lung is called lung cancer. Lung cancer is the second most 
common cancer in all. This cancer is one out of five malignancies in men and one out of nine in the women for 
every year There are two kinds of lung cancer. 1. Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer (NSCLC) 2. Small Cell Lung Cancer 
(SCLC).  
 

The aggressiveness of the illness and treatment options depend on the kind of tumour diagnosed. 
Because there are many types of lung cancer produce swiftly and range quickly and because the lungs are vital 
structures, main detection and punctual treatment usually surgery to remove the tumour is critical. 

 
Symptoms: Lung cancer is does not have any cause signs and symptoms but later it may include  
 
1. Coughing blood 
2. Breathing problem 
3. Chest pain 
4. Hoarseness 
5. Losing weight without trying 
6. Bone pains & Headache 
 
Statics of people who were affecting the people: 
 

 
Fig: 1 The Worldwide distribution of Lung Cancer GLOBOCAN 

Image processing: 
 

Image processing is a technique to change the image from one form to the other. To obtain good image 
or information we perform few operations. Normally image process consist 3 steps to perform. They are 

 
i. i. Import the image which is need to process. 
ii. Evaluating and handling the image 
iii. Outcome is the final stage. 
While extracting the original data the digital image processing maybe follows the following steps. 
 

 
Fig: 2 Architecture Diagram 
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Purpose of image processing: 
 
The intention of picture processing is categorized into 5 clusters  
 

 Visualisation 

 Image improving and renovation 

 Image retrieval 

 Measurement of pattern 

 Image reorganization 
 
Related Work: 
 

Pre- processing, labeled image data and training image registration are not essential. It utilizes just two 
user defined factors and can be executed in real-time [1][4]. Wiener filter is proven to be competent to de noise 
noisy images in a broad array of noise levels and produce enhanced performance [2][3]. By integrating 
segmentation and K-means clustering, these papers are proposes a competent method for automatic brain 
tumor segmentation for the removal of tumor tissues from MR images. For enhanced performance, 
segmentation is executed by utilizing K-means clustering algorithm. Thus,   contrasted   to   the   supervised 
segmentation methods, the unsupervised segmentation methods are superior because of the fact that prior 
processing is vital for the supervised segmentation and additionally substantial amount of training and assessing 
data commanded that makes the procedure supplementary complicated. Thus in contrast to the commonly used 
fuzzy clustering methods, the K-Means clustering method is less complicated and enhances the tumor borders 
more and is very quick [5][6][7][8]. 

 
The two algorithms are compared in terms of histogram and probability function, discrete entropy and 

root mean square of images[9][10]. A technique for supervised description and classification of tumor lesions in 
brain is proposed in this paper. It is established on the examination of abnormalities at the lesion contour on T2-
weighted MR images. Process for segmentation with a threshold chosen from the histogram of intensity levels 
is applied to segregate the lesion, subsequent the choice of a specific image [11][12]. Watershed algorithm is 
employed to the image for each region and Canny edge detector is employed to the output image [13].By 
applying the threshold subsequent of morphological operations are applied on the image.  Lastly the image 
subtraction method is utilized to acquire the tumor region [14][15]. The method discussed in this paper 
categorizes the irregularity into benign or malignant in an automated way [16].  

 
PROPOSED WORK 

 
Wiener filter:- 
 
 Wiener filter was counseled by Wiener in 1940's and published in 1949's. The main aim of wiener filter 
is to remove the noise, which has corrupted a signal. The design of the wiener filter seizes a disparate approach. 
One is consented to have vision of the spectral properties of the early gesture and the sound, and one seeks the 
linear time-invariant filter whose output should come   as  close  to   the  early gesture as  possible.  Wiener   
filters   are characterized by the following: 
 
A. Assumption 
B. Requirement 
C. Performance 
 
K-means segmentation algorithm:- 
 
 In this the problem statement divided into number of clusters (k clusters). The main aim is to identify 
the k-centroids in the image.  
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Our approach: 
 
 In this paper we are retaining wiener filter to notice and produce a guesstimate of a desired part of the 
image. And K-means clustering algorithm is used to detect the exact location of the brain cancer with the colors. 
The following steps are involved 
 
Wiener filter:- 
 
1. Load the raw CT-scan image into MATLAB and connect with wiener filter to reduce the noise from the 
gray scale image. 
 

2. The input of the wiener filter is assumed to a signal , corrupted signal is . The production is 

, designed by the means filter is   

 
 

3. Where is the early gesture and is the noise, is the approximated gesture (the intention is 

equal to . 
 
Where  of the wiener filter in supplementary words it is an error “difference between estimated gesture and 
real signal” 
 
4. The error is defined as 
 

 
 

i. if  then the setback is that of prediction 

ii. if  next the setback is that of filtering 

iii. if  next the setback is that of flattening 
 
K-Means: 
 
1. C = (1:G)*P / (k+1) 
 
Calculation of distance between centroid and detection 
 
2. d = abs (O (i) – C) 
 
O(i) one dimensional array 
 
3. NC(i) = sum (i.*h(i)) / sum (h(i)) 
 

EXPERIMENT AND RESULT 
 

The following figure describes an original CT-scan image which consist the brain tumor in his brain. This 
is challenging to find by seeing the CT-image. So we are applying our proposed work to find easily. 
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Fig: 3 CT – Scan Image with Wiener Filter 

 
By applying the wiener filter on the CT-scan image we removed the noises on the CT-scan image 

 

 
Fig: 4 K – Segmentation Algorithm  

 
Now we are applying the K-means segmentation algorithm to output image of the Wiener filter. After applying 

the K-means algorithm the area which is affected by the tumor is detected. 
 

 
Fig: 5 Lung Cancer Disease Detected  

 
CONCLUSION 

In Lung Cancer the abnormal growth of the tissues in the lung is detected. There two types of lung 
cancer. Two identify this cancer in the medical field the will use the Gray Scale Image Processing but it is very 
difficult to identify the cancer. To avoid this problem in this paper wiener filter with K’means segmentation 
algorithm is used, it is very efficient to detect the cancer all the people. The Lung cancer is detected and verified 
by K’means segmentation algorithm.  
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